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Kicksology is your all-access pass into the fascinating, colorful world of running shoes—and
what makes up a perfect pair of kicks.Sports journalist and veteran shoe tester Brian Metzler
takes runners and kicksologists deep inside the $10 billion dollar running shoe industry with a
behind-the-curtain look at what makes iconic running shoe brands tick. Kicksology follows a
shoe from inspiration to store shelf to show how innovative ideas evolve into industry-wide
trends and fads. Metzler tours shoe labs where scientists advance our understanding of shoes
and running mechanics as well as the domestic and overseas shoe factories where the world’s
favorite kicks are assembled.A dedicated shoe nerd and running junkie, Metzler shares his love
of great shoes in this fascinating look at the intersections of shoe culture and history, science
and storytelling, intel from the innovators with on-the-ground insight from top runners.Kicksology
is filled with information as entertaining as it is surprising, tapping into the passion runners have
for their kicks and feeding their curiosity about what makes a great shoe.

Praise for Brian Metzler and Kicksology“No one alive knows more than Brian Metzler about that
great modern indulgence: the running shoe. Kicksology captures the science, the sagas, and the
surprisingly tantalizing backstories surrounding a subject that’s as personal and passionate to
true believers as any religion. If you’ve ever laced rubber to your feet for a run, you’ll be
captivated by this delightfully probing book.”―Christopher McDougall, author of Born to Run“If
there’s a such thing as a living encyclopedia of running shoes, it’s Brian Metzler. Not only does
he own more shoes than anyone I know, he knows more about them than anyone I know. His
passion for running shoes, their history, evolution, and application is unmatched and speaks to
my sole.”―Mario Fraioli, The Morning Shakeout“It takes a true running shoe geek to write an
informative and entertaining book about running shoes. That’s who Brian Metzler is, and that’s
what he gives us with Kicksology. Like the proverbial kid in a candy store, Metzler samples each
new shoe―minimalist, maximalist, zero-drop, VaporFly, and so on―with unabated enthusiasm.
He also interviews the researchers and designers behind each shoe to provide crazy stories and
new insights we haven’t heard before.”―Amby Burfoot, 1968 Boston Marathon winner, Runner’s
World editor at large“Kicksology is a great survey of the modern history of running shoes. A
must-read for anyone in the sneaker game.”―Matt Powell, sports industry analyst“I loved reading
Kicksology and recommend it a must-read for anyone who runs. Brian Metzler has been one of
the country’s top running writers for a long time because he asks the right questions and delivers
smart, thought-provoking answers with exceptional storytelling. He presents the untold stories of
running shoes: where we are, how we got here, and what the future holds for your feet.”―Jay
Dicharry, MPT, leading biomechanist, running gait expert, and author of Running Rewired“No
one has more knowledge and passion about running shoes and the industry than Brian Metzler.



With Kicksology, he delivers a compelling and engaging read.”―Lisa Jhung, author of Trailhead
and Running That Doesn’t Suck“In Kicksology, we too can run in Metzler’s shoes and gain
access to his hard-earned insights. The result is a fascinating journey.”―Laura Clark, American
Trail Running Association“Kicksology is a personal tour of running shoe history, design, and
business that only Brian Metzler could write. He has the uncanny ability to be near the center of
every new trend and takes the reader on an informative journey through the many interesting
characters, stories, and ideas that make running shoes fascinating.”―Jonathan Beverly,
PodiumRunner“Brian Metzler’s knowledge of the running shoe industry is as broad as it is
nuanced. Kicksology is a great broad-based dive into the industry’s evolution since its inception
without getting too strung up on detail and technical language. I found it very accessible, and I
expect that a layperson with an interest in the shoe business will find it similarly easy to
access.”―Jonathan Stull, Editor, Outdoor Project“Kicksology is a fascinating read, giving us an
insider’s look at the running shoe business that Metzler has been involved with since college. It
is that obsession with all things relating to shoes that gives Kicksology its breadth and depth and
the reason it has been drawing national and international attention.”―Mike Sandrock, Boulder
Daily Camera“Kicksology is a joyride through the history of footwear and the sport as it charts
the author’s personal running journey and the various styles of running shoes he’s put to the test.
The book is fun and informative, looking at shoes of yesteryear and offering a glimpse of the
future.”―Paul Freary, Athletics Weekly“Kicksology dives into the fads and science that have
shaped running shoe trends, and does a good job of helping runners learn how to separate the
hype from the real in order to become informed consumers.”―Amanda Loudin, NBC
News“Metzler has the uncanny ability to be near the center of every new running trend and
takes the reader on an informative and entertaining journey through the many interesting
characters, stories, and ideas that make running shoes and the shoe industry
fascinating.”―Jonathan Beverly, PodiumRunner“Fascinating and informative, Kicksology was
written with true sneakerheads in mind. It’s bound to feed their passion for the world’s most
iconic kicks.”―Canadian Running Magazine--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
Back CoverAn All-Access Pass to Every Runner’s Favorite ObsessionShoes are a runner’s
passion and go-to gear; they’re also serious business, with consumers shelling out billions of
dollars a year for their favorite kicks. But do we know what we’re buying? Will they really make us
faster? Save us from injury? Between changing science, shifting fads, marketing promises, and
modifications in techniques and materials, it’s anyone’s guess.In Kicksology, veteran running
journalist and self-proclaimed shoe geek Brian Metzler sifts through the lore, research, history,
and hype. He explores the power brands and the plucky start-ups, tracks design evolution and
visionaries pushing the envelope of innovation, and looks at the controversial relationship
between shoes and injury. With compelling storytelling, insider intel, and a peek at what’s next,
Kicksology is a fun, fascinating ride through the world of running shoes that just may change
how you buy your kicks.”Kicksology captures the science, the sagas, and the surprisingly
tantalizing backstories surrounding a subject that’s as personal and passionate to true believers



as any religion. You’ll be captivated by this delightfully probing book.”―Christopher McDougall,
author of Born to Run”If there’s such a thing as a living encyclopedia of running shoes, it’s Brian
Metzler. His passion for running shoes, their history, evolution, and application is unmatched and
speaks to my sole.”―Mario Fraioli, The Morning ShakeoutBrian Metzler has written about shoes
for Runner’s World, Running Times, Men’s Health, Outside, Competitor, Trail Runner, and
GearJunkie, and has run in more than 1,500 pairs in his career. His other books include Natural
Running, Run Like a Champion, and Running Colorado’s Front Range.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorBrian Metzler is a freelance journalist who covers running,
running gear, and related sports. Metzler was the founding editor and associate publisher of Trail
Runner and Adventure Sports magazines and was a senior editor at Running Times as well as
Editor-in-Chief of Competitor magazine and Competitor.com. He has written about endurance
sports for Outside, Runner's World, Triathlete, Inside Triathlon, Men's Health, and Men's Journal.
Brian is the author of Kicksology: The Hype, Science, Culture & Cool of Running Shoes and
Running Colorado's Front Range. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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Praise for Brian Metzler and Kicksology“No one alive knows more than Brian Metzler about that
great modern indulgence: the running shoe. Kicksology captures the science, the sagas, and the
surprisingly tantalizing backstories surrounding a subject that’s as personal and passionate to
true believers as any religion. If you’ve ever laced rubber to your feet for a run, you’ll be
captivated by this delightfully probing book.”CHRISTOPHER MCDOUGALLauthor of Born to
Run“If there’s a such thing as a living encyclopedia of running shoes, it’s Brian Metzler. Not only
does he own more shoes than anyone I know, he knows more about them than anyone I know.
His passion for running shoes, their history, evolution, and application is unmatched and speaks
to my sole.”MARIO FRAIOLIThe Morning Shakeout“It takes a true running shoe geek to write an
informative and entertaining book about running shoes. That’s who Brian Metzler is, and that’s
what he gives us with Kicksology. Like the proverbial kid in a candy store, Metzler samples each
new shoe—minimalist, maximalist, zero-drop, VaporFly, and so on—with unabated enthusiasm.
He also interviews the researchers and designers behind each shoe to provide crazy stories and
new insights we haven’t heard before.”AMBY BURFOOT1968 Boston Marathon winner,
Runner’s World editor at large“Kicksology is a great survey of the modern history of running
shoes. A must-read for anyone in the sneaker game.”MATT POWELLsports industry analyst“I
loved reading Kicksology and recommend it a must-read for anyone who runs. Brian Metzler has
been one of the country’s top running writers for a long time because he asks the right questions
and delivers smart, thought-provoking answers with exceptional storytelling. He presents the
untold stories of running shoes: where we are, how we got here, and what the future holds for
your feet.”JAY DICHARRY, MPTleading biomechanist, running gait expert, and author of
Running Rewired“No one has more knowledge and passion about running shoes and the
industry than Brian Metzler. With Kicksology, he delivers a compelling and engaging read.”LISA
JHUNGauthor of Trailhead and Running That Doesn’t Suck“In Kicksology, we too can run in
Metzler’s shoes and gain access to his hard-earned insights. The result is a fascinating
journey.”LAURA CLARKAmerican Trail Running Association“Kicksology is a personal tour of
running shoe history, design, and business that only Brian Metzler could write. He has the
uncanny ability to be near the center of every new trend and takes the reader on an informative
journey through the many interesting characters, stories, and ideas that make running shoes
fascinating.”JONATHAN BEVERLYEditor, PodiumRunnerCopyright © 2019 by Brian MetzlerAll
rights reserved. Published in the United States of America by VeloPress, a division of Pocket
Outdoor Media.4745 Walnut Street, Unit ABoulder, CO 80301-2587 USAVeloPress is the
leading publisher of books on endurance sports and is a division of Pocket Outdoor Media.
Focused on cycling, triathlon, running, swimming, and nutrition/diet, VeloPress books help
athletes achieve their goals of going faster and farther. Preview books and contact us
at .Distributed in the United States and Canada by Ingram Publisher ServicesThe Library of
Congress has cataloged the printed edition as follows:Names: Metzler, Brian, author.Title:
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you may expand or pinch your fingers to zoom in and out.PrefaceI vividly remember the day I got
my first pair of kicks. They were cherry red, and they made me feel really fast.I was 5 years old
and had envied the sneakers my older brother had gotten the previous year while I was still stuck
wearing a pair of little boy’s saddle shoes. When it was time for me to get new shoes the next
spring, my mom took me to the Shoe Tree store in our suburban Chicago town. The salesman
measured my foot in one of those metal devices and then disappeared into the back. I
remember him coming out of the back room with a red-white-and-blue box and kneeling down in
front of me. I was smiling from ear to ear, feeling like my chest would burst open with excitement,
when he fit them to my feet. Even as I write this, more than 40 years later, I can still feel that pure
joy.Once I got those sneakers, I started running everywhere. Places you might normally walk—to
the bus stop, in the grocery store, across the playground—I ran instead. It was as if the shoes
had helped me discover a new part of myself—a yet untapped inner athlete—and gave me
license to dart around with short, sharp bursts of speed wherever I went.Back then, I certainly
wasn’t what you’d call a runner. Like most kids, I just enjoyed the sheer thrill of racing around at
recess, with neighborhood friends, and with my brother. I wouldn’t join a cross-country team for
another six years, in middle school. Yet early on, there were inklings. I vividly recall first grade
“field day,” when, wearing a pair of sharp blue-and-white sneakers, I ran my guts out in the 50-
yard dash and finished second to a girl in my class, Lori Habbegar. This was hard to swallow
because I had already beaten all the boys and was certain I would wind up with the fastest time
of the day. A humbling blow, but inspiring nonetheless.I’m not sure what it was about sneakers—



and eventually running shoes—that moved me so powerfully. I know I liked the feeling of running
fast, the cool sensation of tearing around under my own power, and I’m sure I correlated those
positive feelings early on with the shoes I was wearing. I didn’t have a profound Forrest Gump
moment, but wearing sneakers just made me want to run.That first pair of red kicks was likely a
pair of Pro-Keds, a popular brand for kids growing up in the ’70s. And so were most of the other
pairs I wore through elementary school. For me back then, sneakers were just sneakers. I had no
idea about the first running boom that was rising up around me, making everyone want to join
the jogging craze. I wasn’t aware that a nascent company called Nike was starting to make
waves as a running shoe brand or that long-standing companies such as New Balance, Brooks,
and Adidas, along with upstarts Saucony, Pony, and Etonic, were all part of a mushrooming
industry that was growing by leaps and bounds year after year.Even when I joined the cross-
country team in 1980 as a sixth grader, I didn’t know anything about shoes. I ran in the same
sneakers that I wore to school and everywhere else except church. But I was a typical
adolescent, so before long the brand and style of my sneakers started to matter. Some of the
older kids I admired on the cross-country team bragged about their shoes—mostly Nike and
Adidas—and some of my sixth-grade friends mimicked their chatter.Just before the start of
seventh grade, I informed my parents that I had saved enough money from my paper route to
buy a pair of Adidas Oregon running shoes. They had a light gray nylon upper with maroon
stripes, but it was the mesh netting around the midsole that drew me in. I had learned from
Adidas advertisements that this mesh was known as the “Dellinger Web” and had been
codeveloped by University of Oregon track coach Bill Dellinger as a way to harness Newton’s
third law of motion. The netting was said to disperse the shock of heel-strike impacts through the
entire sole, ultimately reducing leg fatigue. I didn’t know what most of that meant, but it sounded
like exactly what I needed.Although those ads seem entirely gimmicky to me now when I spot
them on Pinterest, they sure grabbed my attention back then. I dragged my mom to a running
specialty store, the Competitive Foot, in a nearby town to see this shoe for myself. Holding it was
the clincher. These were by far the lightest shoes I’d ever held, and they just looked fast. Cool,
too, which was as important as anything else to my seventh-grade sensibilities.I didn’t know
anything about the long history of running and shoes connected to the University of Oregon; I
would learn about Steve Prefontaine, Bill Bowerman, Phil Knight, and the rise of Nike only after
reading a Sports Illustrated article a few years later, when I was in high school. But in my
estimation, those Oregons were worth every penny of the $41.95 suggested retail price.
Although I was disappointed when the high-tech webbing wore out after a few months of
training, the shoes inspired me to run more and took me to new heights as a runner. Even when
the season ended, I wore them every day because I was sure they were supercharged with an
intangible vibe that just made me better.That was my first real touchpoint to a product and an
industry to which I would be intimately connected later in life. I made a personal connection to
the sport through that shoe, maybe because of my modest running success that season or
maybe because I was plenty gullible and intrigued by the seductive marketing that had become



pervasive among running shoe brands. Probably some of both. Years later, my heart still races
when I see a new shoe model for the first time.After the Oregon, there were new obsessions: a
pair of New Balance 894s that propelled me to a fourth-place finish in the middle school cross-
country championships and a pair of Nike Yankee lightweight trainers that helped me set some
sprinting records during track season the following spring. And on it went. For every highlight I
had in my early running, there was a shoe to go with it.By the time I went to college, running and
a fascination with running shoes were in my blood. As a track athlete in college, I envied my elite-
level teammates who received free training shoes and spikes as part of their scholarship deals.
When my shoes wore out during my freshman year, I sheepishly asked my coach if a lower-level
walk-on runner like me could get new shoes, as my All-American teammates did. He pulled a
paper voucher out of his desk, scribbled his signature, and told me to go get some new shoes.I
visited the Body ’n’ Sole running specialty store in Champaign, Illinois, where I felt the comforting
and stirring vibes I’d always felt at the Competitive Foot near my hometown. They sized me up
for a pair of white-gray-and-black Converse shoes with a cool black star logo on each side,
which many of my teammates were wearing at the time. It’s hard to describe the pride and joy I
felt when they sent me out the door without having to pay for them, but it closely resembled the
exhilaration I’d experienced years before with those red Keds at the Shoe Tree.My college
running career didn’t evolve the way I had hoped, but I was a convert now, a lifelong runner and
shoe geek. After college, I left the track behind for 5K road races. While working my first
newspaper jobs around the Chicago area, I would visit every running store I came across and
stay up-to-date with new shoes through ads and reviews in Runner’s World and Track & Field
News. If I ever felt as if I was starting to get burned out with running, I would visit a running shop
or sign up for a race. Sometimes just seeing new shoe models was enough to inspire me anew,
and actually buying a new pair was the unfailing catalyst to reinvigorate my training.When I
started visiting running stores in the 1990s, however, it was clear that running and shoes were
changing dramatically and rapidly. Light and fast models were being replaced, largely by shoes
that were bigger and significantly built up, with more girth, more height, more weight. Many
included flashy plastic, metallic, and see-through elements.I could see that these models
weren’t for me. I reverted to wearing lightweight, low-to-the-ground racing flats. I wasn’t doing
much fast racing by then, but I appreciated the proprioceptive feel those shoes provided that
was missing in the padded, clunky shoes on the shelves. Still, I was perplexed and intrigued by
the evolution I was seeing—why were running shoes evolving like this?Within a few years, I
started writing for a few sports magazines. One day my editor, who knew I was an avid trail
runner, asked me to review trail running shoes for a spring issue. I jumped at the chance and
began contacting all of the major running shoe brands for wear-test samples. I was impressed
with some and disappointed with others. Trail running as a sport was new on the scene, and two
types of companies were competing for the trail running shoe business: hiking boot brands and
running shoe brands.The running shoe brands were producing models that were similar to their
road shoes, only with a more traction-oriented outsole. The hiking boot brands were producing



rugged and durable shoes that were heavy, rigid, and not very nimble or runnable, even if they
did offer loads of protection.That article and its examination of a nascent trail running and
running shoe trend was part of the impetus that led me to found Trail Runner magazine. As the
fledgling magazine’s editor-in-chief, I was suddenly no longer just a fan and attentive observer
on the outer edge. Rather, I was thrust deep into the running shoe industry itself, meeting with
brand representatives at trade shows and race expos, connecting with marketing and PR
directors, and getting my first glimpses of how this growing industry really worked.I had a behind-
the-curtain view into an enormous business that was becoming more powerful every year, with
sales of more than $2 billion by the late ’90s. It was fascinating, but I started to become both
more curious and more skeptical about how running shoes were conceived, designed, built, and
marketed. As a longtime sports journalist and devoted runner who had competed in everything
from short sprints to ultramarathons, I had what I’d consider a fairly encyclopedic knowledge of
shoes, yet even I couldn’t understand how certain shoes ever made it to market.Furthermore,
the industry’s seeming obsession with limiting the movement of the foot to control pronation and
supination had me stumped. I had long preferred to run in lightweight, neutral shoes and in doing
so had remained entirely injury-free, yet once I started wear-testing the popular stability and
motion-control shoes, I found myself getting injured often.And it wasn’t just me. Injury rates were
on the rise, a subject that I was reading and writing about and being asked about constantly.
None of this was adding up for me. What was really going on?Finally, there was a growing
chasm between runners. With performance-oriented competitors wanting light, agile shoes for
training and racing and an increasing number of recreational participants seeking cushioning,
comfort, and casual style, the industry was receiving and delivering seriously mixed signals.With
all of that muddying the waters of shoe design, development, marketing, and sales, how could I
—or anyone—find an optimal shoe amid the cluster of conflicting aims and variables?In more
than 20 years of work with the leading running and outdoor media outlets, I have had the
opportunity to explore nearly every corner of this wide, ever-morphing world of running shoes.
I’ve wear-tested, analyzed, and reviewed more than 1,200 pairs of shoes from nearly every
major and minor brand. I have conducted magazine wear-tests with input from recreational and
elite runners, written countless shoe reviews, visited shoe factories, sat in on the design process
with brands, analyzed shoe trends on National Public Radio, and helped a new running retail
store get off the ground. Along the way, I’ve interviewed hundreds of shoe designers,
biomechanists, marketing executives, physical therapists, podiatrists, retailers, top athletes,
running form gurus, coaches, and business leaders. And I’ve personally run more than 75,000
miles in my life.Yet with all the miles I have run, all of the shoes I have tested, and all that I’ve
learned about the industry, I still have questions. Why are shoes constantly changing yet still not
making a dent in the injury rate? Can a shoe really make you more efficient, faster, and
healthier? Why have the prices of running shoes more than doubled in the past 30 years? Why
do some shoes thrive, whereas others just don’t cut it? Why are most runners getting slower,
while a select few are running unfathomably fast times? Can specialty shops, long the go-to



source of not just running shoe knowledge but also running culture, inspiration, and community,
survive in the digital era?The journey of writing this book has helped me answer some of those
questions. It dives deep into the powerful industry of running and also marks the continuation of
my own quest to find the best next pair of shoes for me, even as the business constantly morphs
and changes at the mercy and behest of new fashion, new online sales mechanisms, new
science and research, and, new runners who view the act of running—and running shoes—
differently.At its core, this book celebrates a fascination with and curiosity about running shoes—
what is real, what is hype, what has advanced running, what has advanced fashion, and what’s
next—that I suspect many runners share through our common joy of lacing up a pair of shoes
and heading out for a run.1THERE’S NO BIZ LIKE SHOE BIZYou cannot put the same shoe on
every foot.PUBLILIUS SYRUSIt’s a humid Saturday morning in mid-August in Naperville, Illinois,
and this picturesque suburb of Chicago is just starting to wake up. I’m up and out early, hoping to
beat the coming heat. Just before 7:30 a.m., I lace up a pair of New Balance 1080s and head to
the Naperville Riverwalk for an easy-paced out-and-back along the concrete paths that follow
the West Branch of the DuPage River as it meanders through town.The route is virtually empty
when I begin the 9-mile jaunt, save for an elderly man out for an early walk with his dog. But after
I turn around at my halfway point in the heavily wooded forest preserve northwest of town and
start to head back, I’m met by a continual stream of runners, cyclists, and walkers, all apparently
eager to meet the day before summer temperatures start to rise.As I pass an empty playground,
two women jog by in the opposite direction, their animated conversation about their kids’
sporting activities fading in and then out as we pass. I note a vague blur of brightly colored tops
and swinging ponytails, but what stands out in crystal-clear detail are their shoes. One sports a
pair of black-teal-and-magenta neutral Brooks Ghosts, while the other has on royal-blue-and-
pink ASICS GEL-Kayano stability trainers. Stability makes sense, I think, given the second
runner’s wide-swinging elbow and slightly off-kilter gait.In the next mile, an older man in a
shapeless gray T-shirt and black shorts ambles toward me with a staccato shuffle. He nods,
which in the universal language of running is a gesture of greeting, acceptance, and best wishes
for a good run. I’ve already taken in his blue-and-white New Balance trainers, which look like
they’ve covered quite a few miles. I nod back and raise my hand in a congenial wave. He
probably bought those shoes at Dick’s, I muse, knowing that that midlevel pair was never sold at
specialty running stores. Given how beat-up the shoes look and how dead the midsole foam
must surely be, I wonder what kind of chronic running ailments he suffers from.I slow to a jog as I
approach Naperville Riverwalk Park, where I parked my rental car. A runner is stretching beside
the path. His Cubs hat, perched jauntily backward on his head, catches my eye first, as I’m an
avid Cubs fan myself. But my gaze quickly sweeps down to his royal-blue Hoka Bondi 5s, shoes
so cushioned and high off the ground that they look almost cartoonish. He’s a tall guy with a big
frame; no doubt he appreciates that particular shoe’s extra cushioning, I think.I’m not judging
these runners. I’m honestly just a running shoe geek, and this is a guessing game I enjoy
playing. Truth is, I can’t help but check out what kicks the people around me are wearing.I flew to



Chicago from Boulder to visit old friends, but I’m here in Naperville this morning on a different
kind of mission: to meet with Kris Hartner, founder and owner of the Naperville Running
Company (NRC), to discuss the state of the retail running shoe business and to experience a
day in the life of his store.Hartner opened NRC in 2000 in a trendy downtown section of
Naperville, and it has since earned a reputation as one of the most successful running shops in
the United States, including Running Store of the Year honors in 2009 and 2013—the only store
in the country to earn that distinction more than once since the trade magazine Running Insight
started the award program in 2006. I want to know what NRC is doing so right in a climate where
so many other retail stores are struggling.After a light stretch, I head back to my car for a quick
change of clothes, ditching my sweat-soaked running gear for shorts and flipflops. In need of
caffeine and postrun nourishment, I pull out my phone and consult Yelp for a nearby coffee shop.
The app comes back with an assortment of national chains in a six-block radius, including two
Starbucks, a DAVIDsTEA, an Einstein Bros. Bagels, and a Le Pain Quotidien café, and I’m
disappointed that there isn’t a truly local shop in the bunch.As I reluctantly head toward a
Starbucks a block away, a tight pack of wiry 20-somethings zips by, running at a fast clip along
the river path. I surmise from their red-and-white gear that they’re from nearby North Central
College, which I know has a standout cross-country team. Most, but not all, are wearing Nikes, I
note, but as fast as they are running, I can make out only a few swoosh logos, not the specific
models.I queue at Starbucks to order a skinny vanilla latte and an egg sandwich, scanning my
phone for sports scores and catching up on e-mails as I wait. One e-mail is from LeftLane
Sports, a discount running site that is currently advertising hot deals on running shoes for as low
as $29.95. When I tap on the e-mail and open the newsletter, I notice that last year’s version of
the New Balance 1080—the shoes I wore on my morning run—is on sale for $79.99. I paid $140
for that very shoe less than 10 months ago. The reason it’s so cheap, I know, is that a new
edition has come out, devaluing the previous version.Located about 30 miles west of Chicago,
Naperville is the quintessential modern Midwestern town. It began as a mill site and farming
town in the 1830s and got a boost when an east-west rail line connected it to Chicago in 1864.
The town began really growing after World War II amid the area’s suburban boom and never
stopped. By the late 1990s, it was the third-largest city in Illinois, and thanks in part to large
tracts of rural land continually being developed into residential property, it had mushroomed to a
population of 148,000 by 2018.You’d never know it’s that big, though, because amid the massive
growth, Naperville has held on to its small-town charm. Unlike some suburban municipalities
whose vibrant downtown business districts give way to more profitable but decidedly placeless
strip malls adjacent to busy roads on the outskirts of town, Naperville has avoided the boom-
and-bust flow by preserving and promoting its historic city center, including creating the
riverwalk in 1981 to commemorate the city’s 150th anniversary. It also proactively attracted high-
tech companies to some of those large parcels of rural land, creating a sustainable
microeconomy within the city limits and bringing in a well-heeled population in the
process.Some of those factors certainly figure into why Naperville is also at the epicenter of the



modern American running boom and a hot spot in the running shoe retail business.To
understand Naperville’s catbird seat in the boom and business of running, we’ll need to take a
step back and look at running’s own story. As the initial generation of American runners who took
on the unique challenge of running a marathon in the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s grew older, new
runners emerged with less lofty goals in the early 2000s.While some purists scowl at that
development, it turns out that the “slowing down” of American running has not just been good for
the running industry and the shoe business but just might have saved them, too. While the first
running boom was primarily about people becoming empowered to run a marathon, the group
was limited, and running 26.2 miles wasn’t for everyone. Many of those who reached the finish
line and accomplished that bucket-list goal vowed never to do it again, and some even gave up
running altogether.The running boom of the early 21st century has been more of a “you do you”
approach, to use the modern lexicon. Running today is multifaceted; it is whatever an individual
wants it to be. Spurred on by the intel and unlimited inspiration offered by the Internet along with
the frenetic pace of life in the burgeoning digital age, everyone is to some degree “on the run.”
And as new digital devices and forms of communication extend our 9-to-5 workday to something
more like 24/7, fewer people have the time to truly train for a race as long and arduous as a
marathon. So while there are still plenty of people training for races, over the past 15 years, the
trend has shifted toward shorter distances, with the 5K, 10K, and half-marathon the races of
choice for American runners. Naperville is home to several such races every year.Population
shifts across the United States have affected the face of running, too. The echo boom that
produced a huge number of millennial offspring also led to a surge in high school cross-country
and track participation numbers starting in the early 2000s. This surge is writ large at
Naperville’s three public high schools, all of which have won numerous cross-country and track
state championships. At the same time, the busy parents of those kids, along with the many dual-
income, no-kids professional couples living in Naperville, were turning to running with what little
free time they had in order to get exercise, reduce stress, lose weight, or carve out some much-
needed “me” time.For the past 20 years, that’s been Naperville in a nutshell. With a median
household income above $116,000—48 percent higher than the U.S. average and the 12th
highest of any U.S. city in 2018, according to U.S. Census Bureau figures—and a string of
national accolades that tout Naperville as one of the best places to live, best places to raise a
family, and best places to retire, life is good here.So perhaps it should come as no surprise that
Naperville has such a high per capita population of recreational runners. The suburb also has
some of the best high school cross-country and track programs in Illinois, one of the best NCAA
Division III running programs in the United States at North Central College, and—not
coincidentally—one of the most successful running retail stores in the country.NRC’s clientele
reflects the world outside its doors. Whereas running was once about hard-core athletes training
to run fast races, today, a far wider slice of the U.S. population is wearing running shoes not just
for running but also for a wide variety of fitness activities. While there are plenty of new runners
chasing fast race goals, the massive growth of running since 2000, when Hartner’s store



opened, has meant an influx of more casual runners with myriad running and fitness goals.“The
big difference over the past 20 years is that running has gotten so much bigger,” Hartner tells me
as customers start streaming through the door moments after the store opens. “There are more
people running, especially more women. There are more brands and more stores and more
kinds of stores that sell running shoes.”While he’s realistic about the competition he faces,
thanks to a tidal wave of alternative outlets selling shoes, he says he thinks his business is
actually invigorated by it. “It puts us in position to do everything we do even better. We know
shoes, we know running, and we also know that our customers could go somewhere else to buy
their shoes.”Hartner, 52, wanted to get into the running business since he was a kid growing up
in Minnesota. When he was tasked with creating a business-card prototype in an eighth-grade
printing class, he created one for himself as the owner of a running store called “The Complete
Runner.”Two years later, when he turned 16, he landed a summer job at the Garry Bjorklund
Sports (GBS) store in his hometown of Minnetonka. “It was my dream job,” recalls Hartner, who
would go on to work at GBS for the better part of the next eight years. “Most of the people who
worked there were running 120 miles a week and sleeping on cots in the back in the afternoon. I
was so inspired, and the whole experience stuck with me.”He kept his running store dreams
alive even while earning degrees in biology, exercise science, and biomechanics. Once out of
school, he worked for Reebok, Adidas, and Stride Rite in various capacities, including product
management, research and development, and sales and marketing. But he never forgot about
that business card, and after 10 years on the supplier side of the business, he took a leap into
retail. Opening the store was a risk—after all, he was a rising talent on the lucrative corporate
side of the business—but he was ready to stop working for the man and sensed that Naperville
was a community ripe for such a business. He couldn’t have been more right.Saturdays tend to
be the busiest day of the week at running stores across the United States, and this appears to
be especially true at NRC on this Saturday in mid-August. With summer vacation winding down,
people are out shopping: parents buying back-to-school shoes for their kids, cross-country
runners getting shod with training shoes and spikes, and recreational runners prepping for
upcoming fall races, including the nearby iconic Chicago Marathon.It’s an animated scene, and
all hands are on deck, Hartner included. In the hours before a postlunchtime lull, the vibe hovers
between a slow-churning frenzy and a brightly colored tornado, with customers coming in and
out the door at a nonstop pace. Standing on the sidelines sipping a still-warm latte, I enjoy
watching it unfold around me.When runners come in, they immediately migrate to the massive
shoe wall and its rainbow palette—more than 140 men’s and women’s models from a wide range
of brands. High schoolers head right to the Nikes, though a few gravitate to Hoka, Saucony, and
New Balance models. Most shoppers take a shoe off the shelf, heft it, bend it this way and that,
and turn it over to check the price. Some customers appear a little intimidated by the variety of
choices and stand back from the wall, waiting for a staff member to help them navigate.Energy
swirls around the store. At any given time, there are a halfdozen customers sitting on long
wooden benches having their feet measured and examined, or trying on a pair with the help of a



shoe fitter. Some are tapping at their phones, but I can’t tell whether they’re doing price
comparisons or getting some wear-test feedback. Others are jogging in place in front of a staff
member or mimicking a running motion on the two-lane rubber track inlaid in the wooden floor.
Staffers walk in and out of the back room with stacks of shoeboxes, and customers disappear
into dressing rooms with shorts, shirts, and sports bras.It’s lively and a little chaotic, but Hartner
assures me that there is a structured process guiding each shoe-fitting session. It starts with
finding out what kind of running a customer does, he says. Does she run every day or just a few
times a week? Does she regularly log long runs? Focus on racing? Does she prefer shorter
distances that complement other workouts, such as CrossFit®, Orangetheory, or Zumba? What
are her current running shoes? What are his unique biomechanical and anatomical needs?
What is his injury history? What does he like to feel underfoot when running: cushy softness or
no-frills firmness? Answers to those questions and others inform the shoe fitter’s choice of which
models from the back room to show the customer.While the questions may be one size fits all,
the answers decidedly are not. And that’s a challenge faced not only by every runner but also by
the entire industry. Like snowflakes, no two runners are alike. Foot size, shape, and volume,
along with anatomical anomalies and injury history, are uniquely our own, as is how we move
and run. All of those variables combine to make the quest for the “perfect” running shoe for any
given runner almost impossible. And while there are conflicting studies and opinions about
whether long-distance running is good or bad for you, one thing is indisputable: It’s a high-
impact sport with a high injury rate. Studies have shown that between 50 and 60 percent of
recreational runners are sidelined with an injury every year. Whether a shoe helps or hurts will
be explored later in the book, but suffice it to say, finding the right shoe matters to most
runners.However, finding the right shoe is no easy task, even for trained fitters. If considered as
a math problem, they are tasked with considering hundreds of permutations of runner variables
and then funneling those through 25–50 models of shoes (depending on the store size) to come
up with a select few for the try-on.I watch this problem play out over and over as shoe fitters
collect the information from customers that they need to select the best options. Some
customers struggle to answer the questions; they don’t really know how to describe how they
run. Most don’t know how their feet are unique or different than anyone else’s.To get some more
objective data, the fitters sometimes put subjects on a treadmill to watch them run and then view
a slow-motion video replay. It’s not the scientific gait analysis you’d get from a high-tech
kinesiology lab, but it is another tool in the shoe fitter’s toolbox and an opportunity to see the key
idiosyncrasies of a runner’s mechanics in action.The goal is to get every runner into shoes that
optimally fit their feet, meld with their running style, and allow them to run as efficiently and
comfortably as possible, Hartner says. But he admits that it’s a fluid craft, complicated by
individual variables and preferences, new research, and ever-changing shoe models,
paradigms, and design philosophies.To make it even trickier, it’s not as if once you find a shoe
that works for you, you are set forever. Not only do shoe models change every year, but we
change too, as does what we want and what works for us.For years, I ran in lightweight, neutral



cushioned models without issues. But as my speed waned and my fitness ebbed in my late 30s,
things changed. I suffered many injuries—some major, some minor, some lingering—and that,
combined with some extra pounds, changed my gait and with it the range of shoes that worked
well for me. What I personally want and like in shoes has also changed through the years. That’s
human nature.Nonetheless, Hartner insists that finding an ideal shoe isn’t rocket science: “The
process shouldn’t be hit or miss. With experienced staff and the right shoes from the best
brands, it’s a targeted and curated process.”He makes it sound so easy. But is it?I eavesdrop on
conversations at the store, listening for how a shoe fitter describes the various shoes and what
questions customers ask. What quickly becomes apparent is how little most runners know about
shoes or their own running gait and how much they rely on the store’s expertise and fitting
service.Some are familiar with brands and even specific models and know a fair bit about their
running style and needs; however, most seem happy to lean heavily on the staff’s know-how. I
watch the shoe fitters bring out models—usually three or four—from the back for the try-on.
Before putting them on, customers tend to handle a shoe, wave it in the air to see how light it
feels, and squish the midsole to see how soft or firm it is. It reminds me a little of shaking,
squeezing, and smelling cantaloupes in a grocery store’s produce department.Almost every
runner—from middle schoolers to high-school harriers to masters-level marathoners—cares
about color, many asking if there are other options for a particular model. When one teenager
finds a Nike Pegasus on his phone that matches his red-and-white high school colors, the shoe
fitter tells him he can special-order that color in his size and have it at the store in a few days.A
young mom with a toddler in tow is training for a fall half-marathon and buys the Saucony
Freedom ISO, while a tall, middle-aged man who is just getting back into running after an injury
leaves with a pair of cushy Hoka One One Clifton 5s. Three high schoolers go out the door with
the latest model of the Pegasus, and two new runners—both deemed to have severe
overpronation following their fittings—go home with the newest version of the Brooks Adrenaline
GTS stability shoes.Despite differences in age and running experience, what almost every
customer has in common is that they leave smiling. I find I’m smiling, too. From what I can
observe, the synergy seems to be just right, with a runner’s particular needs and desires
matched with a promising shoe. It leads me to wonder where that leaves runners who shop
elsewhere. What about those who get their kicks at big-box retailers or a mall store? Those
stores don’t tend to carry the top-tier performance-oriented shoes or have the level of know-how
and analysis available at a specialty shop. So how do those runners go about finding an optimal
shoe? If it’s mostly a guessing game for them, what does that mean for healthy running, good
performance, and potential for injury? Or does it really matter? If it doesn’t matter, how
sustainable is this model of doing business?As I leave the store to meet a former high school
cross-country teammate for lunch, I have a few more questions than answers about the
business of selling shoes.The friend I meet for lunch lives less than 3 miles from NRC, and he
tells me—a little bashfully—that he shops for shoes elsewhere, namely, at discount sporting
goods shops or online. We were high school cross-country teammates for four years, a bond



that has led to a long friendship even though he hasn’t gone for a run since he was in college. He
appreciates my enduring fascination with running and shoes, and although he doesn’t run, he
owns several pairs of running shoes, as most Americans do. He says it’s because they’re
comfortable and cool.Our chat over lunch runs the gamut from my recent trip to run an
ultradistance race in the Alps to his son, Jack’s, excitement over his upcoming cross-country
season. I gave Jack some shoe recommendations a few weeks ago in a late-night text exchange
and told him to visit NRC and to let Kris Hartner know that we’re friends.“We never had time to
get to the store, but I found some good deals online,” my friend confesses. “He only wanted
Nikes, and I found a pair that he liked for 75 bucks. Click. Click. Done.”The shoes arrived two
days later, he said; they fit perfectly, and Jack loved the blue-and-white color motif.“I totally get
it,” I say, if a little ruefully. “Running shoes are expensive.”“I never expected to get rich selling
running shoes … and I didn’t,” laughs Carl Brandt, who cofounded Movin Shoes in San Diego in
1977 and operated it for more than 35 years before selling it in 2013. “For me, selling running
shoes has always been a labor of love.”That labor of love, shared by roughly 800 privately owned
shops across the United States, has been around since the mid-1970s, when the first running
boom led to the advent of running specialty stores. These shops have long been more than just
an outlet to buy shoes; they have been the lifeblood of the running industry and the sport itself,
providing community and spreading knowledge and passion to runners. While some of those
stores have perhaps had more passion than they’ve had merchandising, marketing, or business
sense, they are how the culture of running has thrived for decades.But as a sport and as a
recreational activity, running has changed and grown considerably since the 1970s, with shoes
the brightest and biggest star. What started as a small-change niche product has ballooned to
seriously big business in the decades since.In the early 1980s, roughly $100 million in running
shoes were sold annually, a huge increase from the 1970s. But that’s a drop in the bucket
compared to today. Annual sales of running shoes increased from $2.32 billion in 2010 to $3.09
billion in 2018, according to the National Sporting Goods Association. More than 48 million pairs
of running shoes were sold in 2018, up from 37.1 million in 2010 and a mere 1.5 million in the
late 1970s.Sounds like a golden dream for running specialty store owners. And so it was for
many years. But as much as it may be fulfilling to live your passion every day, going it alone as a
mom-and-pop store has become increasingly more difficult. With the pie so much bigger, some
locally owned running stores are thriving, seeing annual sales double or even triple over the past
10 to 15 years. But like sharks on a school of fish, that appealing pie has also attracted large
chains and online retailers, all aggressively grabbing for a larger slice.For example, between
2011 and 2015, Finish Line gobbled up more than 70 of the top independent running specialty
stores in the United States. The Indianapolis-based retailer group was trying to garner business
in the specialty arena to match its massive group of mall-based general athletic footwear stores.
It rebranded many of the stores under the JackRabbit name with the goal of centralizing buying
and warehousing, boosting online sales, and developing economies of scale while also taking
best practices from its higher-performing stores and thereby bolstering its entire chain.The



model made sense on paper, but in their haste to make changes, the parent company replaced
many longtime managers and employees and, as a result, wound up severing connections with
the local communities. A few years into the venture, Finish Line sold the entire operation to a
new investment group at a fire-sale price. That new group has since righted the ship by returning
to an emphasis on local communities with in-store events, training groups, and product curation
tied to each store’s needs.Meanwhile, Fleet Feet Sports operates a network of about 180
specialty running stores, of which about 140 are owned by independent franchisees and the rest
by the corporate mother ship.Both retail chains have gained footholds with national branding
and marketing, online sales, and the ability to effectively consolidate and close out the previous
year’s unsold models without impacting the overall business in the same way that such practices
affect a privately owned running specialty store.It’s all part of the bigger picture of a retail
business in flux. Running specialty stores dominated the industry in the 1980s and 1990s. But by
2017, just 12 percent of running shoe sales came from specialty shops, down from 18 percent in
2012 and 19.6 percent in 2011. At the same time, online sales increased from 12.2 percent in
2010 to 26.8 percent in 2017. Still, as of 2018, specialty running stores were selling more than 6
million pairs of shoes per year.Privately owned brick-and-mortar running stores such as NRC
had always been challenged by large sporting goods stores and catalog sales, but today, online
running stores like and , along with major online shoe retailers such as , have gained a growing
slice of the sales pie and have contributed to a reduction in walk-in traffic at specialty shops.MY
FAVORITE SHOEDEENA KASTOR || ASICS DS TrainerThree-time U.S. Olympian, American
record holder in the marathonA couple years into being a professional runner, I finally earned
myself a contract from a shoe brand. I had paid my dues, working as a waitress and winning
races, until finally, I won a national championship that landed me a $12,000-per-year deal with a
brand, allowing me to quit my job serving weak coffee, mile-high cinnamon rolls, and breakfast
burritos smothered in green chili so I could focus solely on training.I was grateful—up until a cold
winter day when Andrew and I were visiting his parents in Ohio. The towpath was icy, and I was
slipping with every step. Frustrated, I said, “If I’m going to spend 10 days here, I need shoes that
grip better.” I visited Second Sole running store, where a patient employee brought out several
shoes for me to try on. I had a Cinderella moment when he slid my foot into an ASICS DS
Trainer. The shoe fit perfectly. It was as if the heavens shone a light down on me, or maybe the
shoes themselves said, “Oh, yes! We’re going places together!”I bought them immediately, and
when we got in the car, I called my agent and told him I was in love with the shoes. I asked if he
could get me a contract with ASICS even if it was less than what I was already getting, and I
have been running in ASICS ever since. I alternate shoes throughout the week to give my feet
different workouts, but the DS Trainer remains my true love and a reminder of finding my place in
this sport.How people shop has changed considerably since those original running stores
opened in the 1970s. Even as recently as the early 2000s, few running shoes were sold online.
The prevailing attitude had always been that you had to try on a shoe and run around in it a bit
before you knew whether it was right for you. Fit and feel were the deciding factors. But



undeniably, price, convenience, and free shipping have strong appeal for just about any
consumer product, and today, these appear to have started winning over the hands-on analysis
and customer service of the specialty stores.For some shops, this shift is painfully obvious.
Although running participation is still trending upward, shoe, apparel, and accessory sales are
sharply on the decline in those stores, a sign that customers are likely shopping elsewhere.
Some customers still prioritize fit and feel; however, they seek out cheaper prices online even as
they’re being fitted for a shoe in a running store, ordering off their phones as they’re walking out
the door.It doesn’t help the brick-and-mortar businesses that all shoe and apparel brands now
sell directly from their own websites; in fact, it creates an unusual economic situation in which
specialty retailers are competing with the same brands they’re selling in their stores. But the
most unsettling competition by far for most shop owners is that , the world’s largest and most
successful online retailer, has locked its sights on running and made a big push into running
shoe sales in recent years.While Ebook Library typically honors a brand’s suggested retail
prices in the same way that local retail stores do when a product is first released, the free
shipping, discounts, and ability to display dozens of closeouts on the same page—not to
mention its brand power and ubiquitousness—give the behemoth the power to beat the price in
a local store with next-day shipping.Finally, there is the cottage industry of venues selling
outdated models. The rock-bottom prices on last year’s shoes at online closeout stores such as
LeftLane Sports and The Clymb, in addition to those offered by , , and , are deals that are nearly
impossible for specialty shops to beat.In the past, the specialty shops themselves would offer
past-season models on a sales table or during a special once-a-season tent sale. This was a
predictable way to sell off inventory, improve cash flow, recoup a bit more than the wholesale
cost of old models, and at the same time get customers in front of new models on the shoe wall
along with new apparel and accessories.The strategy worked well when those shops were the
most likely place for runners to buy new shoes for the upcoming season. But as running has
exploded in popularity, many runners care less about “latest and greatest” and more about
getting shoes at a cheap price. And heck, if their favorite models from last year worked well, why
wouldn’t they buy those shoes again at a discount if they can find them?Sale shoes are all over
the Internet, partially because many shoe brands are dumping their own unsold models onto
discount sites online. The Internet’s back room is one giant sale table if you have the inclination
to click around in it. And it doesn’t take much time or effort, given how search engine
optimization drives those deals directly to your Facebook, Google, and Yahoo feeds.At NRC, I
think back to earlier in the day, at Starbucks, when I was a click away from buying the exact
shoes I had just worn on my run for $60 less than I had paid for them. Had I been a typical
running consumer—i.e., a cost-conscious shopper rather than a wear-tester who gets a lot of
free shoes—I might well have purchased them and gone on my way without setting foot inside
the store. The thought depresses me. Although it was a financial win for me, it feels a lot like a
loss. I wonder if the days of locally owned, service-oriented retail stores—whether selling coffee,
running shoes, or books—are on the wane forever.A few weeks later, I hear that the Movin



Shoes chain, where Brandt toiled in a labor of love for 35 years, is shutting down because of
declining sales. The new ownership group didn’t adjust to the modern trends and lacked the
tireless service that Brandt and his partners provided for so long.“It’s a different world,” Brandt
says. “I miss helping to inspire runners, but I don’t miss the decline in sales or the concern that
people are price-checking shoes on their phones while they’re in the store.”At NRC, however,
there are few signs of this struggle. The flow of customers ebbs and flows throughout the
afternoon, dwindling to a few final stragglers before the doors close at 5 p.m. The day turns out
to be one of the store’s highest-grossing days of the year, with more than $22,000 of goods sold,
including more than 130 pairs of running shoes.Hartner is clearly a savvy businessman who is
doing something right to counter the changes that he faces. At a time when there are huge
challenges to brick-and-mortar retail businesses—shoe and otherwise—Hartner has found a
formula for success. While many shops have been sold to chains or gone out of business, NRC
has thrived, opening a second store on the south end of Naperville and a third in the bordering
town of Wheaton in 2018.Although Wheaton has a demographic base similar to that of
Naperville, it has seen three running stores come and go in its historic downtown over the past
two decades. To ensure a strong foothold, Hartner’s staffers there have been intentional about
immersing themselves in the community. It helps that one of the managers grew up nearby, ran
track and cross-country in high school, and knows the coaches in the area. Having two thriving
NRC stores nearby has also enabled the company to spread some of the fixed costs over the
entire business. That has allowed the new store to be stocked conservatively because additional
shoes and gear can be delivered from one of the other locations with just a few hours’
notice.“We didn’t do things that much differently with this store; we just dug in,” Hartner says.As
for the ongoing appeal of digital purchases, Hartner isn’t letting online closeout businesses steal
his customers, either. In a bold move, he’s opened a retail shop a few doors down from the
original NRC called The Annex, which sells the previous season’s unsold shoes and apparel
from the NRC stores at a discount.While acknowledging the pressures and challenges in today’s
retail climate, Hartner says he doesn’t dwell on those problems, instead focusing on making his
business the best that it can be. “If we put our energy into our connection to our community and
focus on running a smart business, I think we can all coexist,” he says.He credits his staff’s shoe
knowledge, running know-how, and care for customers as the crucial criteria that have enabled
NRC to thrive. Therefore, he says, he compensates employees well with competitive pay and
good benefits, including health insurance and a liberal maternity leave policy, so he can retain
them. His managers even earn equity in the business.But with tight margins and competition
from every corner, it’s also about running the business shrewdly and making everyone
accountable for its success. Running and the industry have changed, he admits, and brands
have more leverage with shoe vendors when it comes to pricing, inventory, and sales resources,
not to mention access to a much wider customer base online.Ultimately, though, Hartner
believes there will always be a space for exceptional running shops. The strong will survive, and
today, being strong means that those shops have to know as much about marketing,



merchandising, digital audience acquisition, and business ops as they do about running shoes
and marathon training.“It’s an awesome business to be in because you’re improving people’s
lives,” he says. “And it’s pretty much recession-proof in a lot of ways because running is a
gateway for someone to do something better for themselves; it’s an investment in their
health.”Late that afternoon, I submit to a shoe fitting myself, curious to see what shoes the
analysis will suggest for me. I acknowledge up front that my slightly lopsided gait from a leg-
length imbalance is currently controlled by an 8mm heel lift that has allowed me to continue
running with a neutral gait, which the store’s shoe fitter confirms by watching me run on the
treadmill. Taking into account my narrow foot shape, high arch, and preference for a lighter shoe,
he has me try the Hoka Clifton 5, Saucony Ride 10, and Brooks Launch 5.Do I need to buy a
pair of shoes from NRC today? Decidedly not. Given all of the wear-test models I receive on a
regular basis, I have more than 20 go-to pairs in my active “quiver” (aka my garage) back in
Boulder and at least another 20 that I wear occasionally. Heck, I packed three pairs just for this
four-day trip to Chicago.But there is something inspiring about being at one of the best running
shops in the country and watching customer after customer leave satisfied and smiling. I want to
be part of that. The Brooks Launch fit well and feel great when I try them on, so I pony up $100,
buy them on the spot, and leave the store smiling.It reminds me of what I’ve been telling people
for years: Happiness really is a new pair of running shoes.2KICKIN’ IT OLD-SCHOOLWe are not
makers of history; we are made by history.MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.Beverly, Massachusetts,
about 15 miles north of Boston, is a densely populated resort and manufacturing suburb that
lays claim to being the birthplace of the U.S. Navy. As I inch along in heavy traffic on Route 1,
sports talk radio personalities are jabbering about the evening’s Red Sox game, but my head is
deep in thoughts of evolution—of running shoes, that is. Beverly and the greater New England
area in which it sits are one of the world’s meccas for athletic footwear development—
specifically running shoes—and I’ve spent key moments of my career here, reporting on new
models, visiting development laboratories, and becoming saturated with the many nuances of
my running shoe fascination.Embedded in New England are countless connections to running
and shoes, not least among them the historic Boston Marathon. There are also several running
retail shops (including the now-defunct shops once owned by running legend Bill Rodgers);
numerous researchers at Harvard and MIT who have contributed much to the science of the
human running gait; one of the original Nike shoe factories in Exeter, New Hampshire; and
brands such as New Balance, Saucony, Puma, Reebok, Inov-8, and ASICS, which have set up
their headquarters here to tap into the rich talent pool of shoe designers, manufacturing know-
how, and running prowess.But none of that is the reason I’m heading to Beverly. I’m here
because an abridged version of that rich history can be found tucked away in a gray-and-white
two-story colonial on Clifton Avenue. The well-kept and nicely landscaped property is the home
of Dave Kayser, a retired museum curator who, years ago, found his personal and professional
passions increasingly overlapping. A longtime runner with more than 50 marathons under his
belt, he developed an affinity for running shoes in his mid-20s and started what has grown into a



museum-worthy collection of kicks.I’m eager for a look at the assortment, anticipating a step
back in time that will allow me not just to reconnect with forgotten shoes of my youth but also to
see and touch a bit of history through his vintage models. My inner shoe geek wants to fill in
some blanks in my running shoe erudition as well by seeing how rare or ballyhooed models of
the 1960s and 1970s fit into the evolution of kicks through the years.Over the past 40 years,
Kayser has collected more than 120 models, ranging from his earliest—1930s handmade
leather track spikes—to the first mass-produced training shoes of the 1960s all the way to the
flashy, technologically enhanced models of the 1990s and 2000s.Some of the shoes are his
own, models he bought or prototypes he received in the 1970s and 1980s when he was a wear-
tester for Nike’s erstwhile research and development division in Exeter. He’s added to his
collection by acquiring old shoes from friends or friends of friends who donated them when they
were cleaning out a garage, attic, or basement. He’s also sifted through his share of thrift shops
and estate sales and purchased some shoes on eBay, becoming a discriminating and
meticulous shopper at the world’s largest online auction-based garage sale.Despite a
professional predilection for history and preservation, Kayser didn’t really start his personal
collection on purpose. Like many longtime runners, he just wound up with a lot of shoes that he
was attached to and didn’t want to toss in the trash. Some were sentimental favorites because of
the good race results they helped him produce. Some he was fond of because of how
comfortably they fit. Others were about the color, style, materials, or some transcendent appeal
that had nothing to do with running.“Being a curator, I was always interested in stuff,” he said
over the phone the week before my trip to Beverly. “I had saved some shoes because of the
pleasant memories attached to them, but they just sort of hung around. I wasn’t thinking about
being a collector.”Kayser got the itch to collect shoes more formally after discovering that Ed
Ayres, a good friend and the founding editor of Running Times magazine, had grown his own
running shoe collection to 150 pairs by the early 1990s. Kayser had helped Ayres organize the
shoes, and when Ayres was ready to sell his collection, he pulled out a few key pairs and gave
them to Kayser.“That’s when I decided I wanted to start collecting them,” Kayser recalls. “I liked it
and thought it was fun, but I knew it was going to get harder. Some of the good stuff from the
1960s and 1970s was already disappearing.”Indeed, before we even break into his massive
treasure trove of shoes, tucked into a spare bedroom on his second floor, Kayser tells me about
a shoe that got away: a pair handcrafted by Ron Daws. The 1968 Olympic marathoner from
Minneapolis was notorious for cutting shoes apart and rebuilding them as he saw fit. When
distance standout Steve Hoag finished second to Bill Rodgers in the Boston Marathon in 1975,
he was wearing a pair of Daws’s modified shoes, Kayser tells me. “Hoag really paid the price for
wearing those that day. His feet turned to hamburger, but, man, I lusted after those and kept
asking him about them.”But he never saw the shoes again. “A few years ago, Hoag told me they
were in his garage somewhere and that he’d dig them out and give them to me, but then, sadly,
he passed away in 2017, and they’re long gone now.”As he prepares to show me his collection,
Kayser is as giddy as a teen at a school dance. He keeps the shoes in stacks of off-white, acid-



free preservation boxes that sit behind a four-panel room divider, creating an aura of something
cherished and protected but rarely shared. The shades are pulled, and the room is dark to keep
the temperature from getting too high in the summer.I interviewed him a few times over the past
several years for articles in Running Times and Competitor and even sent a photographer to
shoot photos of him with his stash, but I have never actually seen the collection in person. I
admit, I am equally giddy.“Here they are,” he says proudly, pulling back the divider to expose the
stacked boxes. “I’m really glad you came out to see them. I never look at these unless someone
is interested in them.” He pauses. “And there really aren’t many people interested in them.”
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bee geek, “Really interesting story. Something I'd never have thought would be an interesting
thing to read about, but it was a really interesting thing to read about! Every time I go to my local
Fleet Feet to try on shoes it blows my mind the technology that abounds. Now they have 3D foot
mapping and will soon have 3D-printed insoles. Long gone are the days of running in Keds (and
yes, I remember my mom taking me to the Shoe Tree when I was a kid). I try to keep my
enthusiasm in check and not drop a gazillion bucks on the latest and greatest because, like so
many other things, I find a perfect shoe for my running style and it's suddenly upgraded to
Version 87.5 or whatever, and now it doesn't work for me anymore and you can't find a pair of the
old ones to save your life. Not that you can stock up either when you find the "perfect" shoe
because your feet evolve along the way. Mine got wider and developed bunions, so the old
perfect ones didn’t work anymore and I had to find new perfect ones. It's a complicated topic that
the author succeeds in making a lot more interesting than this review. A fun read.”

Jeffrey T. Kirchner, “Great Read. Really enjoyed this book. Thought I knew a great deal about
running shoes until I read this book. Some great history of the shoe industry and behind the
scenes on how and where most of the shoes we run in are made along with tweaks and major
advances in running shoe technology- what lies ahead?”

Cheryl R., “Fun facts about running shoes. This was a good book and I especially liked it as I am
a running shoe nerd like the author. It gives a history of the running shoe industry.”

Karen A. Kowalski, “Good overview. A little slow in some places, great stats”

Ebook Library Reader, “Running shoe history!. Very interesting shoe info if you are a longtime
runner. Easy to read and told in a sense that makes one feel a part of the story.”

scott l tucker, “The best and most current analysis of the running industry.. Superbly written,
engaging, factually correct. Finally, a running book without brand propaganda. Instead, we are
treated to skeptical thinking and logical conclusions about performance and health in running
footwear.”

FloridaRunner, “5 stars. Very interesting and fun read”

A reader, “Excellent read for nostalgic shoe geeks. If you’ve been running for a long time, as I
have, then you will find this a nostalgic romp through the history of running shoes in the last 50
years or so. The last couple of chapters discuss emerging trends such as the new “go faster”
shoes from Nike, Adidas, et al which although interesting were also depressing for someone
who has always thought that running was more about the running than the equipment, unlike



cycling for example.”

DD, “Enjoyable read for running shoe geeks. Have read Metzler's writing across the years in
various running publications but they were all about running. This book tells you how much of a
shoe geek he is and what all those miles he accumulated over thousands of shoes have taught
him. The book is an enjoyable read for running shoe geeks. Loads of running shoe history,
business rivalries mixed with personal experience.”

Rod Lauder, “Great read for any runner.. Terrific book, well written book which is chock-full of
interesting details about the shoes we love to run in. Provides balanced perspectives on topics
presented. Published in 2019 so, as of the date of this review, the information is quite current. It
would be great to see an updated edition a few years down the road. Highly recommended for
anyone who has an interest in running.”

The book by John  Wood has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 57 people have provided feedback.
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